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Company Overview
Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd is an investment
management company dedicated to
International Asset Management activities
with a particular focus on Asian
countries.

The Lyra Capital team speaks 10 different
languages and has gained extensive
experience in investing in its core markets.

Lyra Capital manages dedicated accounts,
Asian Value Fund and Global Trade
Finance Fund.

Lyra Capital holds a Capital Market Services
License in Singapore and is regulated under
MAS.

Established in August 2007 in Singapore,
Lyra Capital is 90% employee-owned &
10% owned by a Japanese fund
management company since June 2015.

Our company provides investment services to
High Net Worth Individuals, Family Offices
and Regulated Investment Firms in several
South East Asian countries & Europe.
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Our Team
CHARLES MONNEY

CARLOS GONZALEZ FLORENZANO

FATIA SUGITO

Charles is the CEO of Lyra Capital. He cumulates
more than 20 years professional experience as an
investment banker for leading financial
institutions in the UK, Singapore and Switzerland.
He studied Foreign Affairs at the Graduate
Institute of International Studies in Geneva and at
the University of Vienna obtaining his master
degree is 1996. In 2007 He founded Lyra Capital
Pte. Ltd. in Singapore. Besides managing several
clients’ portfolios, he heads the investment
committee of the company. Fluent in English,
French and German

Portfolio and Fund manager at Lyra Capital,
Carlos benefits from a solid field experience of
over 15 years. Starting as hedge fund analyst for
several years, he then joined a major trade
finance company in Singapore where he
specialised in structuring short term financing
for commodity traders and in selecting top class
fund managers for its clients. On Lyra’s board
since 2016, he runs the Global Trade Finance
Fund and private clients’ portfolios. Carlos holds
a Master’s degree from the SDA Bocconi
Business School in Milan. Fluent in English,
Spanish, French and Italian

Ms Sugito is Director of operations and risks. She
supervise the mid and back office for Lyra
Capital, oversees procedures, reporting , audit &
legal requirements with the firm’s third party
service providers. In terms of risk management
and
operations,
she
controls
trades
reconciliation and monitors potential alerts /
deviations provided by our internal systems. She
is fluent in Indonesian, Malay and English
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Our Team
THOMAS TEO

MIA KANKAANPAA

NORAINI M ZAINI

Mr Teo heads research for Lyra Capital. He focuses
on the consumer sectors, infrastructure
companies & mass market retailers in China,
Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, Malaysia, Vietnam,
Thailand and Indonesia. He has built quantitative
models, risk & qualitative metrics for managing
direct exposure in China and SEA and acts as CIO
for Lyra Asian Value portfolio. Besides, he
oversees our discretionary global asset
allocations. Key member of the investment
committee, Thomas graduated in economics and
finance from University of London & holds a
Master in Applied Finance from Singapore
Management University (SMU).

Ms Kankaanpaa has been providing the Board of
Director with potential risk management and
operational improvement recommendations
since 2012. Together with Fatia she is
responsible for liaising with the external
compliance and the external internal audit. In
addition, her role also includes public relations of
the company with medias and third parties
involved in the matter.

Ms Noraini joined Lyra in 2020, she ensures the
smooth running of the company’s office and its
administration. Having worked several years in
the logistic sector, she is a very well organised
liaison officer for our third party service
providers. She is fluent in English and Malay.
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Investing in Private Debt
The fund selects established trade finance specialists globally providing short term revolving credit facilities. Loans
are fully collateralized by the underlying real assets from purchase to sale.

Low interest rate
environment, investors’
search for higher yield

Traditional lenders struggle
with new guidance and
regulations

SMEs most impacted by
tightening of credit market
= increased demand

Favourable Market
Opportunities for Private
Debt as an Asset Class

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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What is Trade Finance
What is trade finance?

➢ Trade finance is a form of private debt, fundamentally the financing and risk mitigation of cross-border trade.
Trade finance provides short-term financing to support the physical flow of goods across borders, while using
the goods within the transaction as primary security.
➢ Trade finance deals involve three parties: the exporter or seller, the importer or buyer and the financier; and
differs from other types of lending as transactions must have the following features:
➢ An identifiable source of repayment (for example cash payment or title to the underlying goods)
➢ The debt is self-liquidating, short-dated, and includes letters of credit, short term loans, guarantees and
other financial instruments.
➢ In the event of bankruptcy, trade finance transactions have priority payment ahead of all other creditors.
➢ Trade finance essentially comprises four aspects:
Payment
facilitation
Facilitating secure & timely
cross-border payments in a
variety of political, legal &
commercial contexts

Financing
Providing financing to
one or more parties in
the transaction

Risk
Mitigation

Provision of
Information

Mitigating the risk
related to the conduct
of international trade

Providing timely & detailed
information about the
transaction,
including
financial flows & the status
of the given shipment

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Trade Finance as an Asset Class
Why invest in trade finance?
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

A genuinely market-neutral, absolute-return strategy
Income-generating opportunity to complement investment portfolio
Open-ended structure with easy access to liquidity
Low risk, low volatility across market cycles, low industry default rate
Fully secured loans with multi-layered recourse on borrowers

IncomeGenerating
Vehicle

Liquid
Investment

Low Risk
Assets
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Trade Finance as an Asset Class
➢ Historically, global banks have been the sole intermediaries in the trade finance market, however stringent
regulation following the financial crisis (Basel) has triggered the deleveraging of banking balance sheets thus
hindering institutions who have traditionally dominated this space.
Evolution of capital charge against risk weighted assets:
Basel I (1988)

Basel II (2008)

Basel II.5 (2011)

Basel III (2019)

0.85% - 1.3%

3.5% - 5.5%

5% - 7.5%

5.5% - 8.5%

Source: Oliver Wyman

Yield

➢ As global trade continues to accelerate, non-bank players such as fund managers are stepping in to provide
the required liquidity, providing access to an asset class that previously had not been available to institutional
investors. The strategy sits favourably within the risk spectrum of income generating asset classes and
arguably should be of particular interest to yield seeking portfolios.
IG alternatives

Loan / HY alternatives

Higher risk performing
credit

Equity like credit

Trade Finance

Niche focussed direct
lending

Real estate leasing

Distressed for control

New issue mortgages

Mezzanine

Royalties

Distressed debt

Infrastructure senior debt

Unitranche

Specialty finance

Rescue finance

CRE senior debt

Real estate wholesale
loans

US RPLs

CLO equity / risk retention

AAA CLO debt

Middle market direct
lending

Regulatory capital

NPLs

Source: Towers Watson

Risk
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Global Trade Overview
Access to formal financial services is a worldwide problem and nearly 45% of SMEs list this as a major obstacle to trade. More
than half the financing requests by SMEs are rejected by banks, resulting in a $1.6 trillion funding gap annually.

USD 1.6 Tr

58%
SMEs impacted by the
lack of trade finance

Unmet global demand for
trade finance

Commodity Trade Finance Overview:
One of the oldest most proven mechanism/forms of finance today.
Global trade has an estimated value of USD 18 trillion p.a. of which an estimated 85-90% is enabled by Trade financing. This is crucial to SMEs,
economic inclusion and global growth. SMEs contribute around 30% of global trade.
The top 10 global commodity traders have combined annual revenues of over USD1 trillion and are dependent of trade finance for their
operations.

The trade finance gap of USD 1.6 trillion to SMEs around the world is a lucrative and untapped market.
Sources: 2016 ICC Global Survey on Trade Finance, Asian Development Bank 2016 Trade Finance Gaps, Growth, and Jobs Survey
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Trade Finance Solution
Typical Trade Process:

Warehouse
Receipt Finance

Raw materials

Transport

Production Finance

Production Finance

3.

Processing

Storage

Storer

Producer

1.
2.

Trader

Stock Finance

Processor

4.

Trade Finance

Pre-export Financing

Export Financing

Shipping
Finished goods

Processing

End User

Processor

Storage

Trader

Trade Finance

Invoice/Receivable financing

Storer

Transport

Import Financing

Stock Finance

Post Import Financing

5.
6.

7.
8.

Lenders approval process completed
Trader/processor (borrower) signs commodity
purchase & sale contract. Trading margin secured
End user/buyer issues proof of funds (e.g. letter of
credit/bank guarantee)
Trade risk mitigants undertaken by borrower
(Insurance on freight and logistics, hedging on price
and currency when required, independent analysis
and testing to ensure product specifications are met
Commodity is transported to end user/buyer.
Lenders are granted security over commodity
End user/buyer makes payment. Lender repays
investment principal less financing fees
Borrower pays net margin
Trade cycle repeated

Supply Chain Finance
Export / Import Finance

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Fund Highlights

• Access to a diversified
borrowers’ base.
Comprising approx.
2’500 loans across 350
borrowers globally

• Eliminates typical
barriers to entry for
investors

• 5-7% target net
annual return
• Low volatility <1%
• Stable growth

• Open-end vehicle with
no conflict of interest
• Ease of exit, liquidity

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Investment Philosophy
Lyra capital will retain managers and funds meeting quantitative factors but with a focus on solid qualitative
characteristics including, but not limited to, experience, ethics, transparency, portfolio management discipline.

Key Objectives

✓ Achieve global portfolio of best-in-class trade finance specialists
✓ Strategic and geographical diversification

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Investment Model
Lyra capital provides an alternative to bank funding in commodity trade finance for SMEs
Commodity Focus

Deal Focus

Energy

Export Domestic purchase for export

Chemicals

Import International purchase for domestic import

Metals & Minerals

Inventory Movement of goods in and out of tanks or warehouses

Softs & Grains

Invoice Discounting Discounting of bills, letter of credit etc.

Agriculture

Structured Finance A combination of any of the above

Sub sector exposure includes
among others seeds and fertilizers,
alloys, concentrates, polymers,
petrochemicals.
All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Selection of Lenders
Lyra capital will retain managers and funds meeting quantitative factors but with a focus on solid qualitative
characteristics including, but not limited to, experience, ethics, transparency and portfolio management discipline.

Main selection criteria of lenders
✓ Strong management set-up and experienced team
✓ Proven track record in the industry
✓ Strong market reputation
✓ Sound operations, risk management, compliance and
client service

Typology of lenders
✓ Focus on financing transactions secured by
underlying assets or commodity flows
✓ Preferably minimum US$ 30m in fund’s size

✓ Open-ended structured are preferred
✓ Average loan duration <1 year

✓ Strong liquidity
✓ Thorough borrower selection process

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Borrowers Profile
The selection of the borrowers is paramount in minimizing potential defaults as well as maximizing recoveries

Main selection criteria of borrowers

Typology of deals

✓ Proven track record in terms of their business and loan history

✓ Type of commodities (i.e. avoiding perishable products)

✓ Sizable turnover

✓ Fungible commodities easily sold in the market
✓ Loans with short duration, resulting from short-term
physical trading cycle
✓ Investments based on defined margins, presold
contracts with no commodity price exposure

✓ In close proximity with lenders
✓ Long-standing relationship with our lenders and recurring business
✓ Ability to provide additional collateral via personal & corporate
guarantees (credit insurance, pledge on building, land, plants,
inventory)

✓ Countries involved in the trade
✓ Overcollateralized loans with 80% LTV on average

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Portfolio Structure
Core-Satellite
The portfolio has a core component (indicative 70%) and a satellite component that could eventually grow into the
core component.
8%

70% Core
• Commodity-flow or commodity-backed
strategies
• Other trade finance strategies with
critical size

30% Satellite

28%
64%

Core

• Single strategies (i.e. factoring,
supply chain finance)
• Funds with small size or remaining
capacity

Satellite
Cash

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Performance of the Fund vs Other Asset Classes
100%
yearly positive returns
since inception
5-7%
Target annualized
returns net of all fees
< 1%
Target volatility

Low Correlation
to all other
asset classes
*Note: Pro-forma number used for GTFF for Jan 2013 till May 2015. From June 2015 onward, the actual performance of predecessor fund was used until Dec 2016. Thereafter, a new allocation among sub-funds was implemented until
the fund’s launch in January 2018. The performance before inception of the Fund is shown unlevered net of fees and expenses without including rebates from underlying funds. When actual figures are not available the Fund is assumed
to have a 97.5% invested portfolio with an equal weighting allocation. The initial portfolio of 5 funds has a common track record starting from 31.12.2012.
#Note:

RICIX has been substituted for RICIGLTR as the RICIX has been discontinued since July 2016
Source: Bloomberg

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Performance of the Fund vs Other Asset Classes
From 1 Jan 2013
December 2020

until

30

Annual Rate
of Return

Annual
Volatility

% Positive
Months

Lowest Monthly
Performance

Correlation
vs GTFF

Return
2019

YTD

Global Trade Finance Fund GTFF*

4.51%

1.09%

94%

-1.32%

1.00

4.63%

0.49%

Global Hedge Fund Index - HFRXGL

2.33%

4.53%

66%

-5.88%

0.04

8.62%

6.81%

MSCI World Index - MXWO

9.12%

13.69%

65%

-13.47%

0.10

25.19%

14.06%

Rogers Commodities Index
Total Return – RICIGLTR (#)

-5.95%

16.46%

47%

-21.04%

-0.04

11.86%

-7.69%

iBoxx Investment Grade Bond Index
(LQDNV)

1.65%

6.07%

55%

-7.17%

0.26

13.19%

8.11%

EM Corporate Bond ETF (EMB US)

-0.72%

9.04%

51%

-15.28%

0.16

10.25%

1.18%

*Note: Pro-forma number used for GTFF for Jan 2013 till May 2015. From June 2015 onward, the actual performance of predecessor fund was used until Dec 2016. Thereafter, a new
allocation among sub-funds was implemented until the fund’s launch in January 2018. The performance before inception of the Fund is shown unlevered net of fees and expenses without
including rebates from underlying funds. When actual figures are not available the Fund is assumed to have a 97.5% invested portfolio with an equal weighting allocation. The initial portfolio of
5 funds has a common track record starting from 31.12.2012.
#Note:

RICIX has been substituted for RICIGLTR as the RICIX has been discontinued since July 2016

Source: Bloomberg

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Portfolio Constituents
Lyra ensures selection of the best-in-class managers with proven track records.

Top 5 holdings (sorted by date of inception):

Name

Inception

Annualized net
perf. (since
inception until 30
Dec 20)

Fund 1

Aug-06

9.06%

7.08%

Diversified

Fund 2

Aug-14

4.10%

6.27%

Fund 3

Nov-15

7.94%

Fund 4

Jan-17

14.46%

Fund 5

Sep-18

8.32%*

Min. Investment
(US$)

Liquidity

AUM
(US$ Mn)

Global

250k

Quarterly/60 days

151-500

Diversified

Asia

500k

Monthly/60 days

501-750

8.62%

Diversified

Africa

100k

Quarterly/90 days

50-150

13.88%

Diversified

Latam

100k

Quarterly/60 days

50-150

8.32%*

Agri.
Products
/ Cattle

Australia

500k

Quarterly/90days

<50

2019

Commodities

Geographical
Focus

*Note: Fund 5 reflects the performance of the manager’s note programme since inception in Sep-2018.
Source: Fund manager data (confidential)

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Portfolio Overview
Highly diversified, high-quality investment portfolio with short-term average duration
Portfolio Data (as of 31.12.2020)

Total Net Assets of Target Funds (USD)
Average Size of Target Funds (USD on weighted basis)

$2,900 Million
$170 Million

Number of Target Funds / Notes

15

Number of Target Funds / Notes Managers

11

Average No. of Years of Fund Activity (on weighted basis)

5.17 Years

Number of Loans

2’637

Number of Borrowers

327

Targeted Average Tenor

6 months

Source: Fund manager data

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Portfolio Overview
A diversified portfolio mitigates economic, sector and country risks. Same portfolio would require a minimum initial
investment of approximately USD10mio versus a minimum ticket of USD100k for the Global Trade Finance Fund.

Portfolio Duration
8%

Geographical Focus

13%

Portfolio Liquidity

0% 8%

8%

9%

15%

8%

13%

7%

10%

35%

14%

8%

12%

<60 Days
60 - 90 Days
91 - 180 Days
181 - 360 Days
>360 Days
Cash
Source: Fund manager data

28%

0%

9%

45%

Fund Status

30%

17%

64%
20%

19%

Global
Europe
Latam
Asia
Australia
Africa
Cash

Monthly/60 Days
Monthly/90 Days
Quarterly/30 Days
Quarterly/60 Days
Quarterly/90 Days
Semiannually
>360 Days
Cash

Open
Closed
Cash

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Investment Process
Origination

✓ The identification of new managers and new funds has to fit the investment mandate of the fund. The investment universe of
the fund is relatively limited for the time being, even on a global basis, so initial identification will come from proprietary
network, referrals from existing customers, conferences & industry events etc.

Managers Identified

✓ Main criteria to screen the fund universe (refer to Typology of Managers and Funds on page 14)
✓ Receipt of introductory due diligence list (presentation, factsheet, PPM, Audited FS, DDQ etc.)
✓ Correspondence, conference calls and/or face-to-face meetings with managers

Term Sheet

✓ Submission of a term sheet including commercial terms (negotiated capacity, rebates etc)
✓ Meeting to review term sheet and approve due diligence kick-off on sub-fund(s)

Due Diligence

✓ Validation of:
1. For the fund: investment strategy, track record, capacity to onboard new investors
2. For the Investment Manager: track record and reputation, standard operating procedure, corporate
governance, risk management, license (if any)
✓ A site visit of the Investment Manager will be carried out

Investment Committee

✓ Presentation of due diligence findings to Investment Committee
✓ Meetings of the Investment Committee take place on an ad-hoc basis and decisions are unanimous

Monitoring

✓ The monitoring process is managed on a monthly/quarterly or ad-hoc basis during investment and other internal review
committees
✓ It encompasses the monitoring of: AUM and performance of underlying funds, diversification/concentration by
fund and Investment Manager, cash management

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Risk Management
Risks

Exposure

Mitigants
• Selection of best managers through Lyra’s expertise in trade finance

Fund’s Performance

Medium

• Diversified, high-quality investment portfolio
• Funds achieve consistent performance in line with their targets

Fund Manager’s
Operations

Low

Concentration

Low

Conflict of Interest

Low

• Lyra under stringent regulations of Monetary Authority of Singapore
• Maintenance of best practice for corporate governance, operations, compliance & client services

• Maximum exposure to a single manager, and a single fund
• No funds are investing in each other or in very rare cases co-financing the same transactions
• Unbiased allocation strategy and all rebates go back to the fund

• Trade flows are mostly pre-sold
• Investment Managers have conservative collateral coverage ratio, including mark-to-market adjustment
mechanism

Commodity Price

Low

FX Volatility

Low

• Underlying funds are predominantly in USD and vast majority of their loans are in USD or hedged against
domestic currency risk

Fraud

Low

• Due diligence and 3rd-party verifications on Investment Managers

Liquidity

Low

• Short investment tenors provide liquidity benefits & portfolio construction within target funds’ liquidity terms
• Minimum cash holdings maintained
All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Default Rates
Extremely low credit risk level of trade finance products, with default rates ranging from 0.03% to 0.25% and short
recovery time, continues to compare favourably to that of similar asset classes.
Trade Finance Default rates by Product
2008-2017 vs Global Corporate Products
Export L/C °

0.03%

Import L/C °

0.07%

Loans for Import/Export °
Performance Guarantees °

Global Corporate Products*

“Trade finance is a reliable and low-risk asset class
that should be looked upon favourably by
regulators, industry stakeholders and investors”

0.19%
0.25%

Daniel Schmand, Chair of the ICC Banking Commission
1.59%

0.00% 0.50% 1.00% 1.50% 2.00%

* S&P Global Ratings 2017 Annual Global Corporate Default Study and Rating Transitions (April 5, 2018). Default rate in 2017 was 1,2%.
° Default rates in the 2018 ICC Trade Register report. The report is produced with support from The Boston Consulting Group and Global Credit Data - draws on information from 22
member banks to present a global view of the credit risk profiles of trade and export finance transactions. It is based on over US$12 trillion of exposures and more than 24 million trade
finance transactions from 2008 to 2017.

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Recovery Process
A delay in repaying a loan doesn’t mean a loss but it will immediately trigger contractual measures to protect our invested
capital
Maturity Date &
Extension

✓ Flexibility is important as delays can be encountered along the supply chain (mainly due to logistics), therefore an extension can be
granted to the borrowers via an extended maturity date

Provisions

✓ Loans will be valued at cost plus interest accrued in accordance with the loan documentation. In case of past due loans, the valuation
will be subject to a loss allowance. As an illustration, provisions taken could be 10% between 60 - 90 days 20% between 90 - 120; 30%
between 120 - 150 and 40% between 150 - 180 days. If the past due situation of a loan exceeds 180 days, its valuation will be
discussed and agreed with the Auditor and Administrator.

Commodity Sale

✓ When a restructuring of the loan is not possible, lenders will normally take immediate control of the commodity and sell it at
market prices.

Enforcement of
Guarantees

✓ In extreme cases, when the first security or commodity within the trade is not sufficient to recover the investment +
interest, lenders will normally enforce guarantees (legal process).

LOAN TENOR
Drawdown Date

Maturity Date

EXTENSION
Extended Maturity Date

OVERDUE

NPL

90 days after Extended Maturity Date

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Fund terms
Fund Name
Currency / Share Class
Type
Target Return
Target Volatility

Global Trade Finance Fund
USD, EUR, CHF / B
Private Lending, Absolute Returns
5-7% p.a. net of all fees
<1%

Management Fee

1% per annum

Performance Fee

0%

Leverage
Status

No leverage at this stage (max 30% borrowing)
Open ended

Subscription

Monthly,on the 20th calendar day of the month, no later than 2:00 p.m. (CET)

Redemption

Quarterly, with 90 days notice, no later than 2:00 p.m. (CET)

Lock-up Period
Max. Redemption Fee
Management Company
Minimum Initial Subscription

No lock up
2% (optional)
Lyra Capital Pte Ltd (Singapore)
USD, EUR, CHF 100’000

Legal Form

Alternative Investment Fund

Jurisdiction

Liechtenstein. Supervisory authority: Liechtenstein Financial Market Authority (FMA)

Administrator
Auditor
Distributor / Representative /
Paying Agent in CH
ISIN
Bloomberg Ticker

LGT Financial Services AG, Herrengasse 12, FL-9490 Vaduz
PricewaterhouseCoopers AG, Birchstrasse 160, CH-8050 Zürich
Privilege Management SA / OpenFunds Investment Services AG / Frankfurter
Bankgesellschaft (Schweiz)
USD: LI0396580362, EUR: LI0396580388, CHF: LI0396580370
USD: GLOTFUB LE

All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Fund Structure
GTFF is a Private label fund with LGT managed by Lyra Capital. The fund is a regulated collective trusteeship structure
investing in regulated investments.

Asset management
mandate

Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd.

LGT Fund Management
Company Ltd.

Custody bank
agreement

Board of directors
Board of directors
Management
Fiducial management

Global Trade Finance fund
Segmented fund
(under umbrella fund)
Investor / BO

Investment

LGT Bank AG

• Legal form: AIF in the legal form of a collective
unit trusteeship in accordance with the Act of 19
December 2012 on Alternative Investment Fund
Managers (AIFM Act), supplemented by the
relevant provisions of the Persons and Companies
Act (PGR).
• Depositary name: LGT Bank Ltd., Herrengasse 12,
FL-9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein
• Administrator name: LGT Financial Services AG,
Herrengasse 12, FL-9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein
• Auditor name: PricewaterhouseCoopers AG,
Birchstrasse 160, CH-8050 Zürich, Switzerland
• Competent supervisory authority: Liechtenstein
Financial Market Authority (FMA), Landstrasse
109, P.O. Box 279, FL-9490 Vaduz
• Asset manager: Lyra Capital is regulated (CMS
License) by the Monetary Authority of Singapore
• Investments: All funds & notes are regulated in
respective investments jurisdictions
All rights reserved by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. @2020
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Disclaimer
This document, which has been issued by Lyra Capital Pte. Ltd. (“Lyra Capital”), should not be deemed an offer to sell nor a solicitation of an offer to buy an interest in any of the
products described herein. Interests in these products may only be offered by mean of Private Placement Memorandum or Confidential Mandate for the relevant product.
Investment in these products are suitable only for Accredited Investors, Qualified Purchasers or Qualified Clients who fully understand and are willing to assume the risks
involved. Investors may lose all or substantial part of their investment.
Index information is provided for illustrative purpose only and is not intended to imply that the portfolios were similar to any index either in composition or element of risk.
Indices are unmanaged and generally do not reflect reinvestments of income and dividends or the impact of management fees and expenses.
This document contains forward-looking and back-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties, and actual results and developments may differ materially
from those expressed or implied by these statements or a variety of factors. No reliance may be placed for any purposes whatsoever on the information contained in this
document or on its completeness. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of Lyra Capital. The information and any opinions contained in this
document are provided as at the date of this presentation and are subject to updating, revision, verification, and amendment and such information may change without notice.
This document and its contents are confidential and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on, directly or indirectly, to any other person or published, in whole or in
part, for any purpose.
Certain financial results presented herein are unaudited and may be subject to adjustments. Past performance may not be indicative of future results.

The distribution of this document in certain jurisdictions may be restricted. The Fund may only be marketed in the Principality of Liechtenstein, Switzerland (only to qualified
investors according to Swiss law) and Singapore (only to accredited investors and other investors under section 305 of the Securities and Futures Act and the 6th Schedule of the
Securities and Futures (Offer of Investments) (Collective Investments Schemes) Regulations). This information is intended solely for the individual recipient. Distribution to third
parties is therefore not permitted. Further details can be found in the prospectus (see representatives & paying agents).
Representatives & paying agents: The current prospectus and the current annual report can be obtained free of charge from LGT Fund Management Company Ltd., Herrengasse
12, 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein as well as on the website of the Liechtenstein Investment Fund Association (Liechtensteinischer Anlagefondsverband, “LAFV”) at www.lafv.li.
Selling restrictions: Where units are distributed outside Liechtenstein, the pertinent provisions in the respective country shall apply. The units have not been registered under the
United States Securities Act 1933. With regard to distribution in the United States or to US citizens or persons resident in the United States, the restrictions detailed in the
prospectus shall apply.
This report has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
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info@lyracap.com

www. lyracap.com

+65 6235 8180

77 Tras Street,
Singapore 079016

